International travel requires planning, attention to details and requirements, and access to resources.

The information below is grouped according to the direction of your travel. You can read the relevant section depending on whether you are traveling to, within, or outside the U.S. We also have a general section on visas below.

**Hub Page View:**

---

**Traveling to the U.S.**

Information about traveling from to nearby countries from the U.S. and resources for global travel assistance.

[1]
Traveling Outside the U.S.

Information about traveling from to nearby countries from the U.S. and resources for global travel assistance.

[2]
Traveling Inside the U.S.

Information about what to bring with you when you are traveling domestically within the U.S.
Visas

General information about visas: what they are, how to apply for one, and more.

Source URL: https://oiss.yale.edu/travel-visas/for-students
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